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Optical properties of explosive-driven shock waves in noble gases

C. R. Jones and W. C. Davis

University of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory
P. O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Abst~act.—

High ●xplosives have been used to shock-heat rare gases to brightness temperatures up to
36 000 K, with large radiating areas. Temperatures were determined from radiometer signals
at both 280 and 520 run. Shock velocities up to 9 mm/I.Iswere used in both plane and cylin-
drical geometries. Neon, argon, krypton, and xenon gases at atmospheric initial pressure
were examined in plane shocks. Using al-gon, the effects of increased initial pressure were
studied. For cylindrical shock ●xpansion in argon, brightness temperatures were measured
over a range of shock velocities from 3 to 9 mm/ps. Up to 4% of the explosive energy wafi
emitted as rad~ation. The shock waves are found to be reasonable approximations to black-
bod~es .

Introduction

Shock waves in rar’e.gases, driven by high ●xplosive, heat the gas to high temperature.
The thermal radiation from the wave 1s verv bright, and the wave can have a large area.
Very high power llght svurces can be made using the~e shock waves. 1

High explosive provides compact, cheap, controllable, and safe energy storage, and whez
det~nate.d, provides hlqh power densities. The explosive used for the studies described here
stores about 10 GJ/m3, The chemical reaction of the ●xplosive takes a few ns, and proceeds
at very high pressure, inertially confined by the mass of the ●xplosive Itself.
tlon, that is,

The detona-
the t~ansitlon from unreacted exploslve to gase[us products, travels as ❑

wave at about 9 mm/ps. The co])vcrslon of chemical energy is “rus golrlg on at about 1014 W
for each squal-emrter of detonation wave area.

In one s]mple arrangement of an explos~ve-driven shock tube, or flash charge, the 6olld
exploslvc forms one wall of the col)ta~ner hold~ng the gas. A plane detonation wave reache~
the surface of the ●xplaslve, and the ga6eou6 prod~cts ●xpand outward, dllvlng the shock-
tube gas ahrad of them. \ shock wave, which is lust the boundary between gas that IS Jr)
mctlon and gas that has riot yet begu~ to move, propagates out Into the qas at a vel~clty
somewhat greater than the lntexface veloclty. III tl)e algon ●x~eriments dr.scribed here, t)le
Jnterface velocltj’ 1s abo~ltfl$mm/ps and the shock velocity 16 about 9 nu’n’ps.
IS compres~ed :

T)IC argon gas
nto about one-twelfth cf Its or~glnal volum?, and the ~lessul-e lS raltred flow

one atmosphere to about BOO atmospheres. The ad~abat~c (but not ~.entl-epic) cumplesclol)
Ialses the temperature of the argon to about 25 000 K.

Chalig.ng the density of the gas in the nhock tube ovel’ the ea~~ly accesfi]blc rat)q~,
elthel by ch~nglng the temperature and presbure or by u~lnq a different qa~, doe~n’t CtlRl)qP
ttle veloclty of the interface much. The reason for this In that the errplou]ve plodurtk,
moving at the came veloc]ty on the othel side of the lnterrace, are ahnllt t-n tIIIIOScfFIlpoI
thal] tl)ecompressed Ehockud ga~, and thelefore a small declease 111 thPII velocltj p:ob”l[l,F
tl)e necessary ●nergy to drive a deneer gain, The mlmpl? uhock wave cul)servatioli cot)d]t]ul)ti
show ttlat the spec~flc ]ntclnal ●nergy of the ●hocked gam IFI ]nc]eak~d In the rntl~~ck by $UJ ,
wl)ele u 1s the veloclty of the ll,telface. For our puIpoIIe of uuII)g sl)c)ck wavwrn a: lIg)It
EOUICCB we requ~~e h~gh temperatures, and with the lump In ●peclflr inte)nal ellelqy mole r)I
les~ fixed ard the same fo! all gcBem, we munt look fol gnnPR with the nmal l~ot slIMcIfI(.
))eatu, Polyatom~c gaBcu have high npecific heata becau~e thele are many d~gte~u of f~’eedom,
al)d also dlssoclation, to absorb ene!gy, If the monatomlr ga~en vele Ideal gameu ~n LhP
lntele~tll)g tempe~atule anrf rtennlt.y region, then’ nperjf~c heatm would be lnvermcly plopoI-
Ilunal to [hel) atomic Welqhtu. They ●re not quite ideal, beraune t.l)eyal~ mllgt)tly lulllz~d
~llt!●nelgy la uned f’oI tttat, For OU1 pur”one ● munatomlc gan vIL,)})IIgh ~on];:atlon }.otcl~lial
RIld latge atomc wclght w1ll hove Fhigh uhock tempel-atute, )(enon IB the bent chL)J(:r, SII(I
cx}le]]meflt bealp out thin ●lmple ●r~c,lymim, roi moat ~t 0111 woik :epulted hoIF, we uPrd
a!gol) t)ecauue it Jm ao mu~t) cheapcl ,



use precision explosive, and to initiate it
explosive products drive the lighter gas is
there will grow as the wave moves, product
temperatures will not be achieved.

smoothly, becau6e the interface where the denne
an unstable interface. Imperfections produced
gases will mix with the driven gas, and high

The very high temperatures produced in shock waves lead to very high radiated powers, and
these cause some effect6 that may not be anticipated. For example, the xenon shock wave at
velocities used here ha6 a temperature of about 36 0(.)0K. A blackbody at thi6 temperature
radiates 95 GW/m2, most of this radiation lying in the vacuum ultraviolet. Thi6 much radia-
tion damages windows and mirrors, making some experiments difficult. It also heats the gas
at the walls before the shock wave reaches that gas, and the interaction of the wave with
the heated gas distorts the shape of the wave, One must be careful to check that the shock
wave really has the shape he thinks it has. Some of these effect6 have bzen reported by
Shreffler and Chri6tian,2

The 6hock tubes used
waves are designed to be
sired pressure with the
gases, but argon fillings
gas. The tubp de6iqn is
end of the tl]be; the seal

Shock Tubes

to study the ultraviolet and visible emission from planal- shock
filled by first ●vacuating the tub(?, and then filling to the de-
chosen gas. This fenture was necessary for the expensive rale
were made b’y simply flu6hing the tube with 10 or more volumes of
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The ●xploslve driver made up one
to lt was made with an O-ring. A sample tube was provided 60 that

a gas sample could be taken and anaiyzed with a ma6s npectroqrhph.
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detector. A filter with passband centered at 520 nrn with 9 nm }%TR4 and 60;4 peak transmlt.-
tance was mounted on another. The coaxial signal cable from each detector went to oscillo-
scopes and was terminated with 50 ohms.

Some typical oscilloscope records are shown in Fig. 2. The rise time of the light signal
is not seen in these records except when neon is used, for which it takes an appreciable
time to achieve an optically thick layer of ga6.
decreases;

After the initial peak the ~.ntensity
this decrease 1s caused in part by the pre~sure distribution in the exploslve
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Conical and Cylindrical Shock Waves

Conical lnd cylindrical shock waves were generated using long right-circular cylinders
of exploslk .. The explosive used wa8 PBX-9501, with density 1.84 g/cm3, a material very
slmllar to Lhe PBX-9404 used for the plane wave studies. The cylinders were 51 nunin dia-
meter.

Two experiments were done with the cylinder of explosive initiated at a poi t on one
end, forming a steady detonation propagating along the cylinder at a constant veloc,ity of
B.75 mm/ps. The cylinder was surrounded with argon gab contained in a large box. Onc wall
of the box was glass, and Fig. 3 ib a photograph of the tsho,:kwave in drgon taken through
that window. The shock velocity can be obtained from the ~}ngle the wave makes with the
cyl~nder, measured from the photograph. An image-intensifier camera with a shutter time of
about 20 ns was used to take the photograph.
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Fig. 4. Diagram of a line-wave generator,
and end view of the axially initiated
explosive chargq. The line-wave generator
is initiated at one point, and the deton-
ation wave in the tracks of extrudable
explosive runs the same distance in every
track. The exploslve is contained in the
thick plastic form, and has only a thin
cover over it.

Fig. 5, Photograph of a cylJl-I-
drlcally expanding 6hockwave
The perturbat~on 01, the left ls
caused by the inter~ction l.Je-
tween the ‘WO llne-w~ve gener-
ators . The extra ones on the
right are caused by the shock
trar,fimltted through the thll)
plastlc cover of the llne-wave
generator by the ●xtrudable ●x-
ploslve. Shot Nc. C-5101-B.
Test W-23.
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Brightness Measurements for Conical and Cylindrical Waves

while one wall of the box containing the argon ~as glass to allow photography of the
shock waves, another wall was opaque with apertures for brightness measurements. The meas-
urement apparatus was the same as for the planar shock measurements, except that two bunker
windows were used, and there were two &#erturer in the box. One aperture was on-axis, and
the other was 180 mm off-axis at the same level. The light from one aperture went to detec-
tor(s) in one window, and light from the other apertcre to the other window and its detec-
tor(s). Table 2 lists results of these measurements for the conical shock. The shock vave
is seen to deviate somewhat from the ideal behavior 01 a La.mbertian radiator, in that the
oblique temperatures are consistently less than the on-axis ones.

Table 2. Radial-Shock Temperatures at Various Times

Test
U-V-15

View
Normal

Time*, ps ~emperature, K
48 18,500 t 500

W-16

74 16,600 * 13C0
98 15,000 * 1700

Oblique 74 14,700 t 200
98 12,100 i 200

Normal 48 1B,500 i 500
70 16,800 i 1200
94 14,200 i 1300

Oblique 70 14,300 * 20G
94 10,800 i 200

*
Time elapsed between trigger p~lse to detonator aridreading
of radlomet.er signal.

The velocity of the wave decreases as the shock expands Fig 6 is a plot of shock wave
veloclty vs t]me for the conical and cylindrical experiments. The variation of brightness
w]th time can be converted Into a plot of bl-lqhtness temperature vs shock velocity, aS sjlown
In Fig. 7 for the cylindrical ‘shock. Th; grtiph -seems to show that the ‘brightness

F-l(]I6. Plot of shock veIoclty VE time for
tho ~rcond &rldLh]r’dexperiment. The lowel-
cu)ve IS for the er.cl .,itlated second ●xpel-
Lmo!)t. llIc points dep~r~ from a smooth
~,,urve w))ele the flow has not yet become
:tvnd}), The:e al-? two part.R to it beceuoe
thvl’e WCJ’(’ phot.oglnph~ taken at two times.
“1’1)(!upper curve IS for the axially Initiated
tl)~td QxpPl Imel]t. The outwa~d-di Iec+.ed
cle!.OI)otIoII wave gives a hlg)) lnitJal shock
Vr.c)clty,

TI?STU V-23 I

~A.520nm i
o \.280nm I

00

i

I
0 kUV-15,16 1

0

Dependence of tl]e bl-ight)l~rstem-
perature 011 the shock veioclty fo~ a CYJ-

indrlcally expandlny s)lnckwave 111 {11 gel)

lJaB. With tl’c Fx(-o:)tloll c)l tllr [Joint mfi; kc-(l
othexw]~e, tll? dnta ale f? 0111 dlffelcl]t

tlmeti o! cxpanfiloll lf) Test. W-23.



temperature in the ultraviolet is more ,.trongly dependent on shock velocity than,
everywhere less than,

and
the brightness temperature in the visible, but we believe that to be

false. Spectrographic experiments made on planar shock waves of similar strength show
strong absorption by magnesium from the defining aperture at 277.933, 27B.142, 279.553,
280.267, and 285.213 run, and silicon at 28EI.195, near the center of the filter passband.
The intense radiation from the shock wave heat6 the dural aperture plate enough to vaporize
the metal, and the resulting vapor may absorb a substantial fr&ction of 280 nm emission. In
retrospect, it seems that dural was z.bad choice for the aperture plates.

There is no ab~orption from the metal vapor in the passband of our visible filter, but
the spectrum shows absorption by argon at 516.228 and 510.775 nm in the shock wave itself.
It is p~;sible that this absorption is responsible for some of the temperature difference
that appears for different wavelengths in Table 1.

The ~adius of the cylindrical sh.~k wave, found by analyzing the series of photographs
of it at different times, is given by

r = il.322 [1 - exp(-t/2.77)] + 6.679t - 0.031Bt2 .

The temperature as a function of time (for 520 nm, where there is no metal vapor absorption)
IS given In Fig. 7. The area of the shock wave is known from the expression above, and, if
the shock radiates as a blackhody, the total energy rhdiated can be calculated. The values
aie tabulated in Table 3. The explosive energy was 5 x 106 J. The radiation during the
first 50 IJS is about 4% of the explosive energy. If xenon had been used instead of argon
t-he yield might have been as much as 16%.

Table 3. Radiometric Properties of Cylindrical Shock Surface
,.

A, cm2

2nrE T, kKa

479 26.2

-L&

0+

, cmr

2.54

W-cm

2.67M106

AoT4

w

1.28~lo9

‘7.23 (3.05 :517 24.e 2.15x106 3.25x109

14.20 12.2 2300 22.8 1.53M106 3.52x109

30.23 20.7 3902 21.4 1.19W106 4.64~109

51.15 29.2 5506 19.1 7.55X105 4.16x1G
9

—.

‘Temperature measured at A = 520 nm.

b
Total radiated power per square centimeter
(emlttance) of shock surface.

Disc’’.sion and Comparison with ~ther Regults

Optical radiation from I.hock fronts has been investigated both experimentally and
theoretically for several decades. Zel ’dovich and Raizer in their textbook” dl~c~ss this
~ubject in some detail, with particular emphaEifi on shock waves in air. Of interest.here IS
Lhat for shock waves of the strength used in vur studies the front rcdiateh as a blackbody.
They also treat in detail the plienomenon of the preheatl)g layer. Thla layer lie~ in frotlt
of t~,e radlatlng nhock front and attenuates the light nn its path to the detectl{)n system.

Hard ultraviolet radiation, flom suff~cl~ntly hot shock fronts, induces opacity in the
otherwise cold gas through photoionization, photoexcitation,
layer.

and photochemistry in this
Screening of the shock front from the dt?tect.orEtherefore occ!ure, whose magnitude

lncreaseE strongly with chock veloclty and which depends also upon the gas and wavelength
being observed. For example, in air Btrong ccreening occurs for shock temperaturefi in
excess of 90 000 K,” beyond which the optically meesured brlghtl!er~ temperature 16 substnn-
ti~lly leEs tharlthe true temperat:lre behind the front,



It is
into the

well known that the
harder ultraviolet.

absorption of oxygen begins at 186 run and extends downward
For the brightness temperatures of -25 kK measured in our

experiments, the emission peak of the corresponding blackbody radiation occurs at a
A = 116 run At this wavelength the absorption coefficient of air3 is ’120 cm-l. For
experiments conducted here without a window over the source aperture. light-induced
phenomena in the air path are expected This is a likely source of absorption, although
none was observed in our spectra of argon flashcharges.

Zatsepin et al.’ have mezsured the luminescence of shock fronts in air, argon, and
xenon over a large range of shock velocities. Brightness of the fronts was obsemed at 300,
439, and 569 runand at angles of incidence to the shock front of 90° and 45°. One import-at
results from this work was that at higher velocities the normal-incidence radiation usually
indicated a significantly higher temperature than the 45” radiation. In this respect, our
results of Table 11 are consistent with theirs. They ascribe this behavior to the greater
pathlength through the absorbing preheating ldyer for the oblique path. According to their
results at lower velocities, however, the opacity of the preheating layer should be insuf-
ficient to affect this difference at our velocities. They do point out that for longer
light pulses the screening layer can be more absorbing. The duration of our light pulses
appears to be much longer than theirs, so a screening layer could have been responsible for
the temperature differences in Table II.

Available data for shock waves in argon are plotted in Fig. 8.
from Ref,

The ultraviolet points
4 are shown along with Soviet theoretical predictions. Also included are data

points from this work and theoretical curves of Kerley.5 A single data point from each of
the works of Zinn et al.,l Model’,G and Kiselev and Krokhin7 is also Plotted. The experi-
mental points from Zatsepin et al. are in excellent agreement with Soviet equation-of-stat%
theory up to shock velocites of 14 km/s, where subsequent departure from theory is attri-
buted to the screening layer. Our ultraviolet data are in very good agreement with Soviet
theory. Our 520-ruu data show substantial departure from the Soviet curve in Fig. 8. We do
not know why our 520-rim points are above the curve for the cyll.ndrical tests and below it
for the average of planal- shocks. For both visible and UV, our data indicate a fall-off
from the trend for the higher velocities. Zatsepin et al. do not observe this fall-off
un~il velocit.les of 15 km/s are reached. The data point from Model’ in Fig. 8 represent~ a
larqe departure from theory.
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In Fig. 9 available brightness temperature data for xenon are shown along with theore-
tical curves . Most of the points are from Zatsepin et al. rezorded at A = 43o run. One
point each from our wo~k and from Model’ is inciuded. It is thought that the screening
layer is responsible for most of the points lying below the curve.4 Again, however, our
results aqree rather well with those from Ref. 4. Kerley’s theory, s covering 2-6 km/s, 1s
in excellent agreement with the Soviet theoretical results. He also computed temperatures
for argor, at p = 0.006 g/cc density (-4.6 local atmospheres), obtaining -10% higher temper-
atures near 9 L/ ; shock velocities than at 1 atm. This result agrees with our data.

Fig. 3.
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Measured and theoretical brightness temperatures of shock front in xenon gas as a
of shock velocity. Our datum is from planar shock wave studies.

rare gases have been investigated, but less extensively. Model ‘ reportsc a temper-
34 kK for a 17.2-km/s shock wave in krwton, Rot.ha measured 38 kK for a velocltv

of 8.3 m/s, somewhat higher “than our value of 3~”kK, Tsikulin and Popovg report a tempera:
ture of 32 kli at A = 280 nm and at a velocity of 8-9 km/s. Our value, obtained at that
wavelength and slmllar shock ‘“‘locity, 1s in good agreement with this result.

For neon, also, the measurements of Tslkulin and Popovg are in very good agreement with
nur ]-esults, shown in Table 1.

Summary and Conclufiionfi

High explosives have been used to shock-heat rare gases to measured brightness temp4=ra-
tures up to 36 000 K. The area of the radiating shock frol)ts wab large in both the planar
and cylindric.~1 geometriefi used. Close agreement between temperatures meacured at both
ultraviolet and visible wavelengths indicates that the so~rces are b]ackbody r’adiatorE. The
continuous nature of the ●mlselon spectrum of the ~hockfront supports this conclusion.

The planar shocks reported here had radiating areaa of 75 cmz. Shock waves through
a~gon gas were studied ●xtensively, At one local atmosph(.re the temperature measured for
the cmiqslon of an ~rgon shock at its peak velocity of 9 mm/ps was 25 kK. At six times this
pressurt, the meaeured temperature was approximately 10% h~gher,

Substitution of other rare gaeiec into the nhock tube resulted in some measured emission
Gigndlfi that are proportional to t-he square root of the atomic weights. FOL Xe a ~eak
temperatu~-e of 36 kK was measured.



‘nom?
In radially expandi~g shock waves, stable large-area fronts in argon were observed.

The temperatures and profiles of shock fronts were measured using two i itiation schemes.
Temperature and velocity as a function of time were determined and compa:ed with results of
other research.

For the axially initiated explosive, a cylindrical shock wave having an area beginning
at 48o cm2 and expanding to 55OO cm2 was studied. During this expansion, the ter,’perature
fell from 26 kK to 19 kl(,but the area-integrated radiation from the front continued to rise
over the full 5C-IIS observation time. The total optical energy according to a blackbody
calcu-,ation was 2 M 105 J for an exploslve energy
efficiencies rising xerm can be expected.

More information can be found in a report]o that
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